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Under more general assumptions than those usually made in the sequential anal-
ysis literature, a variable-sample-size-sequential probability ratio test (VPRT)
of two simple hypotheses is found that maximizes the expected net gain over
all sequential decision procedures. In contrast, Wald and Wolfowitz [25] de-
veloped the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) to minimize expected sam-
ple size, but their assumptions on the parameters of the decision problem were
restrictive. In this article we show that the expected net-gain-maximizing VPRT
also minimizes the expected (with respect to both data and prior) total sampling
cost and that, under slightly more general conditions than those imposed by
Wald and Wolfowitz, it reduces to the one-observation-at-a-time sequential
probability ratio test (SPRT). The ways in which the size and power of the
VPRT depend upon the parameters of the decision problem are also examined.

1 . INTRODUCTION

Formally, the problem we consider is the fundamental issue of selecting be-
tween two competing models, viewed here as simple hypotheses. The frame-
work within which the analysis is conducted is quite general and incorporates
a number of special cases already established in the sequential analysis lit-
erature. The ideas in this paper have precedents in two literatures that can
be surveyed only very briefly here. One literature contains the very influen-
tial results of those who have developed sequential probability ratio testing.
The other contains explicitly economic models that allow strategies for trad-
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ing off augmentation of information sets with the cost of obtaining the new
information.

The first literature commences with the outstanding works by Neyman and
Pearson [17], Wald and Wolfowitz [25], and Arrow, Blackwell, and Girshick
[1]. These and their antecedents find valuable daily application in many con-
texts. The use of sequential procedures in clinical trials is common in the
pharmaceutical industry [4]. In the United States, the introduction of a new
chemical, of unknown carcinogenic potency, is subjected to strict regulatory
processes. These typically involve "impact" reports that are cost-benefit anal-
yses considering, for example, the incremental net benefits of introducing a
new pesticide. A recent example is given by Olson [18], who develops an op-
timal sequential screening rule that uses the probability-ratio-testing meth-
odology described in this paper.

The second, explicitly economic, literature is more diverse. The literature
describing sequential search rules for the economically efficient acquisition
of data is summarized by Morgan and Manning [16]. A sophisticated sequen-
tial research and development rule is presented by Roberts and Weitzman
[21]. Easley and Kiefer [8] and Kiefer and Nyarko [14,15] have examined the
economically rational way in which a Bayesian agent can explore the loca-
tion of a linear regression process with unknown parameters by manipulat-
ing the variables usually treated as exogenous.

Wald and Wolfowitz [25] added a sequential experimental design to the
problem of choosing between two simple hypotheses and showed that the
SPRT is optimal in the sense that, of all level a tests having the same power,
the SPRT needs the fewest expected number of observations under either hy-
pothesis; extensions can be found in [5,13]. The VPRT admits a wider class
of experimental designs and it is shown here that this endows the VPRT with,
first, an expected net gain (risk) always at least as large (small) as any member
of a very large class of tests (including, for example, the Neyman-Pearson
test and the SPRT) and, second, the expected (with respect to both data and
prior) total sampling cost is always at least as small as that of any test with
level no larger and power no smaller than those of the VPRT.

The design innovation added by Wald and Wolfowitz was to allow one-
at-a-time sampling with a stop/continue decision point available after the
acquisition of each new datum. Wald [24, pp. 101-104] recognized that re-
stricting the design to an incremental sample size of unity could be relaxed
and others (see [11, p. 224], [12], and [19]) have presented extensions to de-
signs in which a fixed incremental sample size is either exogenously specified
or else is chosen in an ad hoc manner. Our paper focuses attention on the
design that optimizes on the sample-size-choice component of a sequential
decision procedure. An initial examination of this problem is provided in
[9,23,26] for special cases of the more general model examined here. These
experimental design issues are related to search-rule developments described
by Morgan and Manning [16].
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Section 2 sets out the notation and the model structure. Section 3 estab-
lishes a sequence of sets of data-independent probabilities that completely
describe the optimal decision procedure. In Section 4 the optimal decision
procedure is shown to be equivalent to a VPRT that dominates the SPRT and
reduces to the SPRT under conditions slightly more general than those im-
posed by Wald and Wolfowitz. Section 5 offers comments on the structure
of the level and the power of the VPRT. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 6 and longer proofs are collected in the Appendix.

2. MODEL STRUCTURE AND NOTATION

2.1. Sequential Decision Rules

Let fl = {wo.^! J be a two-element set of the possible states of nature. The
problem is to decide which of w0 or uj is the true state. Let X be an obser-
vation space over which is defined a cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.)
F(x; w); x E X and « E Q. Observations may be drawn from X to assist in
the choice between co0 and U|. Le t / denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative
of F with respect to a dominating measure (usually, either Lebesgue measure
or the counting measure).

Throughout this article we shall consider the case of simple hypotheses (as
did Wald and Wolfowitz [25]), since that is where the concepts are clearest.
Even when two hypotheses are composite, "least favorable" choices from
each of the hypothesized parameter spaces lead to testing simple hypotheses.

Let T denote the number of decision points available to the decision
maker, 1 < T < oo. Let t E ( 0 , . . . , T\ denote the ?th decision point. When
T < oo, we have a truncated procedure. In other words, a decision about
the true state of nature can be made or put off at any of the t = 0 , 1 , . . . ,
T — 1 discrete time points, but a choice between OJ0 and u\ must be made by
time T.

The decision maker's initial information, at t = 0, is: the value of the
truncation time T, complete knowledge of fi and [ F( •; w), w E fi), an initial
information vector y0, and an associated prior probability p0 for the event
(co = cd0}.

Observations x, = (xn,... ,*,„,)' are asked for at time /, collected be-
tween t and t + 1, and received by the decision maker at time t + 1, at a cost
of c,(nt) paid at time t. The case nt = 0 corresponds to no observations be-
ing taken. Assume that for each / > 0, c,(0) > 0, c,(n) is monotonic strictly
increasing with n, and c, (•) is unbounded above. The information vector y,
at time t is updated to include any new information x,:

n, = 0

n, > 1, for t = 0,...,T- I. (2.1)
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Define Y, to be the range associated with the information vector y,;
t = 0,...,T.

A (sequential) decision rule to choose between co0 or coj consists of a stop-
ping rule, a sample-size rule, and a terminal decision rule.

DEFINITION 1. A terminal decision rule 8 is a sequence (5,)J1O where
S,:Y,-* (0,1); co0 & chosen if 8,(-) = 0, and wi is chosen if 8t{-) = 1. Call
A the space of terminal decision rules. •

DEFINITION 2. A payoff function at time t is a mapping U,: Q x (0,1) -»
R, with

Mr00>

ut0l>

MM0>

u

if

if

if

if

8(yt) = 0

8(yt) = 0

Hyt) = l

8(yt) = 1

and

and

and

and

CO

CO

CO

CO

= coo

= «1

= w 0

= co,;

(2.2)

Typically ut00 > uno and u,n > ulOl, since correct decisions are usually re-
warded more generously than incorrect decisions. Each utij is assumed to be
finite. •

DEFINITION 3. A sample-size rule v is a sequence {vt}J=o where v,:Y,-*
Z + U (0), the set of non-negative integers; vT(-) = 0. Call N the set of
sample-size rules. •

DEFINITION 4. A stopping rule S is a sequence {S, }f=0 where S,:Y,^>
(0,1 j ; sampling continues at t if S,(-) = 0 and a terminal decision is made
at t if S, (•) = 1; ST (•) a 1. Call E the space of stopping rules. •

DEFINITION 5. A sequential decision rule d is an ordered triple (S, v,8)
composed of a stopping rule S, a sample-size rule v, and a terminal decision
rule 8. Call D a E x N x A the space of sequential decision rules. •

In the decision-theory literature, payoffs are often expressed as negative
losses, by way of a prespecified loss function. Which approach one uses is
a matter of taste; in what follows, we shall look to maximize expected pay-
off net of costs (see Definition 6), which is clearly equivalent to minimizing
the Bayes risk. Raiffa and Schlaifer [20, pp. 79-86] give a detailed discus-
sion of this matter and are particularly helpful in developing the idea of costs
as the opportunity losses that are an integral component of any optimization
problem. Further, it is allowed that future payoffs and costs may be dis-
counted by a discount factor T G [0,1], such as in (2.8) below.

In this section the goal is to establish the existence and form of a decision
rule d* E D that yields the highest expected net gain amongst all rules d e
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D for choosing between w0 and «i. As has been noted, such a rule is in fact
a Bayes rule. The considerable breadth of D is best illustrated by consider-
ing some of its members. Purely sequential (one-at-a-time sampling) decision
rules correspond to v, (•) s 1; t = 0 , . . . , T - 1, and group-sequential deci-
sion rules correspond to v, (•) = n; t = 0 , . . . , T — 1. The class of one-stage
test procedures is defined by restricting S, (•) = 1; t > 1 and the class of two-
stage procedures is defined by restricting St (•) = 1; t > 2. Clearly, these are
just a few of the many types of rules found in D.

2.2. Optimal Decision Rules

As part of the notational development, we now give the decision rule that
turns out to be optimal when T is finite. Let p, be the decision maker's pos-
terior probability at / of the event CJ = w0- By Bayes' theorem, for t =
0,...,T- 1 and n, > 0,

f(xt;w0)p,
Pt+\ =

-Pt)

r , (2.3)

where /(•) represents the density (or probability mass) function of its argu-
ment. If n, = 0 thenpt+i = pt, for any t £ [0,...,T— 1). Also, the uncon-
ditional c.d.f. of x, at t is

Ft(.xt) = p,F(x,;o}o) + (1 -pt)F(x,;o3i).

A dynamic-programming approach is used in the following analysis; the
classical references in its vast literature are the books [2,3]. An expected-net-
gain maximization rule is achieved by choosing the stopping rule, the sam-
ple-size rule, and the terminal decision rule that maximizes the expected net
gain at each stage of the sequential procedure. Backward induction (e.g., see
[20, p. 7]) is the technique that allows the optimal rule to be specified.

At time t, the expected net gain from a terminal decision procedure 5, is

{M,OO(1 - SAy,))

+ {",oi(l - <5,U)) + uiu8t(yt)} (1 -pt). (2.4)

This expected net gain is maximized by choosing the terminal decision pro-
cedure

o,
7»

if

if

if

UtOoPt + «,

UlOOPt + U,

UtooPt + u,

'01 (1 - Pt) > ul

rOl (1 - Pt) = »r

01 (1 - P,) < U,

10 Pt + ut

•wPt + «/

10A + «/

i i( l - Pt)

11 C1 -Pi)

ii (1 - A ) . (2.5)
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where y G [0,1]. Without loss of generality, we can select 7 = 0. The maxi-
mal expected net gain is

= max{utoop, + M,OI(1 -Pt),ut\oPt + utn{\ -p,)}, (2.6)

where Eu denotes the expectation with respect to the measure on Q defined
by the posterior probability pt. Should the decision maker sample until t =
IT is reached, then a terminal decision must be made. Thus, the expected gain
at t = T of a decision rule d incorporating 5£ is

VRyr,d,pT) ^ EJUT(^8*T(yT))\yT,pT]. (2.7)

At time t = T — 1, the decision maker can either choose between OJ0 and
wi, and expect a gain of £JLV_i(w,,5r_i(j'r-i))|jY-i,/>r-i]> or collect
« r_1 > 0 additional observations and expect a net gain of

-c r_,(/ i r_i) + TEFT_llVRyT,d,pT)\yT_1,pT_unT_1], (2.8)

where r E [0,1] denotes the discount factor and EFT_X denotes expectation
with respect to the unconditional c.d.f. of the nT_x observations collected at
t=T-\.

The expected net gain of continuing to sample at t = T — 1 is maximized
by choosing the sample-size rule cf_i, defined as

^-i(^r-i) = nT-i G argmax{-cr_i(«r_i)

+ TEFr_t [ V$(yT, d,pT)\yT-\,PT-\. "T-I ]) •

(2.9)

(The notation, argmaxn>0( • • • ), is used to denote the value(s) of the argu-
ment n that achieves a maximum for the expression in braces.) Now, rij_x

exists and is finite since cT_x{-) is unbounded above, and a unique value is
obtained by choosing the smallest value in the argmax set. Thus, the expected
net gain at t = T — 1 is maximized by choosing the stopping rule,

l,

+ TEFr_l[Vl(yT,d,pT)\yr_upr_l,v}_i(yT_l)]}

0, otherwise, (2.10)

and the maximal expected net gain is

(2.11)
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Backward induction yields the sequential decision rule d* = (S*,v*,5*):

(a) * • • { « ; £ . „ , where

{0, if ulOOp, + M,m(l -p,) > unop, + unl(l -p,)

1, if ulOOp, + M, 0 , (1 - p,)< unop, + «,,,(1 -p,). (2.12a)

(b) v'm {^)J1O . where

v*{yt) e argmax(-c,(w,) + TEF[Vj+l(yl+ud*,pt+x)\yt,p,,«,]);

and

= 0 , . . . , r - l , (2.12b)

O. (2.12c)

Recall that £^ denotes expectation with respect to the unconditional c.d.f. of
the n, observations collected at time /.

(c) S*^{S:\T=0, where

, if ~P,)\

0, otherwise; t = Q,...,T-l, (2.12d)

and

1. (2.12e)

The sequence of maximal expected net gain functions implied by d* is

vl{y,,d*,p,) =

= 0,...,T-l (2.13a)

and

DEFINITION 6. A decision rule d' ED is optimal if, for any given y, E
Y, and any p, e [0,1],

VT{yt,d',p,)>VT(yt,d,Pl), for all d e D; t = 0,...,T, (2.14)

where, for d = {S, v,b),

vJ{yt,d,Pt) = {EMiaMytWynPAWSAy,) = D

+ {-c,(»',) + TEFt[V?+1(yt+1,d,pl+l)\yt,pt,vt]}

xI(S,(y,)=0); t = 0,...,T-l,
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and

V${yT,d,pT) = Eu[UT(u,bT{yT))\yT,pT}.

The problem of discovering an optimal decision procedure d' can be
viewed as a special case of a search-theoretic problem analyzed by Morgan
and Manning [16]. They provide a proof of the existence of an optimal pro-
cedure under conditions satisfied here and show (their Theorem 2, p. 397)
the decision rule d* described by (2.12) to be an optimal procedure.

3. PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMAL DECISION RULE

The important result of this section is that for any / E (0 T— 1) there
exists a pair of data-independent probabilities that completely define the op-
timal decision rule. These probabilities, pJL and pjv, partition [0,1] into
three intervals: an interval where w0 is chosen, an interval where ô  is chosen,
and an interval where sampling is continued. Continued sampling occurs
whenpt is in the interval {pJL,pJu), which is further divided into subinter-
vals over which particular sample sizes are optimal. These results have been
noted by Ehrenfeld [9] and proved by Spahn and Ehrenfeld [23] for the
special case T= <», r = 1, time-invariant payoffs (with «oo = "n = 0). and
time-invariant costs.

Formula (2.12) shows that the elementary components S*{yt),v*{y,),
&*(yt) of d* and the maximum-expected-net-gain functions Vj(yt,d*,pt)
depend on the data only through p,. Therefore, from now on denote these
as ST(pt), v7{p,), 6?(/7,), and Vj{pt,d*).

The following three lemmas present results for the optimal decision rule
d* that are similar to those established for the optimal decision rule within
the smaller class of pure sequential (one-at-a-time sampling) decision rules.

LEMMA 3.1. Given 1 < 7*< oo and te{0,...,T}, Vf{p,,d*) is a con-
vex and continuous function of p, G [0,1].

Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Ferguson [10, Lemma 1,
p. 362], and follows from the fact that the maximum of convex functions is
convex, and therefore continuous. •

LEMMA 3.2. Given t e [ 0 , . . . ,T] and pt E [0,1], Vf(p,,d*) is a
monotonic increasing function of T.

Proof. The result is easy to establish upon realizing that Vj{-) = Vj+^{-)
and that Vf+1(-) is a maximum over Vj+^i-) and other terms. •

LEMMA 3.3. {Vj}%, is uniformly convergent to V", for all t > 0.

Proof. The result follows immediately from Dini's theorem: Monotonic-
ity is established in Lemma 3.2, and continuity of the functions Vj is estab-
lished in Lemma 3.1. •
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At any time t there is a value of p, such that, if sampling ceased at this
time, the decision maker would be indifferent between choosing u 0 o r « , .
This value, denoted byp t, is the value for which uroopt + ut(n(\ —p,) equals
unoPt + Wfii(l — Pi), a n d hence it is data independent.

DEFINITION 7. For 1 < T< » ,

a _ "MI ",oi . n T n t .
p , = - , t — U, ...,1. (S.I)

("Ml - ",01 ) + ("/00-"M0)

77ze major significance of p, in the following two theorems is that p, locates
the smallest possible expected value of stopping sampling at time t; that is,

",oi (1 - Pt) =u,ioPt + "MI(1 -Pt)

= min max{M,ooA + " , o i ( l - A ) . " M O A
p,e [0, l ]

+ um(l-pt)}. (3.2)

THEOREM 3.1. For given 1 < T < oo a/Jtf f e {0 , . . . , T - 1), if

-c,{v*(Pt)) + rEFi[Vj+x(p,+ x,d*)\pt,v*(pt)] > ulOop, + um(l -p,)

= »tioPt + "MI(1 -Pt), (3.3)

then there exist data-independent pJL, pjv G [0,1 ] SMCA that pJL < p, < pjv,
and the maximum-expected-net-gain (optimal) decision rule d* is:

stop sampling and choose u,, if p, S [

defer a terminal decision and collect
v*(p,) further observations, if p, 6 {

stop sampling and choose u0, if p, E [pfu,l]-

Proof. The proof follows a similar argument to that of Ferguson [10,
pp. 363-364]. The inequality condition in the statement guarantees the in-
tersection of -ct(v*(pt)) + EFi[Vj+l(pt+l,d*)\pt,v*(pt)} with ut00pt +
"roi(l -Pt) &Pt=p7u, a n d with "MOA + "MI(1 - Pt) at p, = pJL. Crucial
to the argument is the convexity proved in Lemma 3.1. Finally, each

Pai r does not depend upon/?, and is therefore data-independent.

By convention, put pjL — pT = p-fu- Whenever the inequality condition
(3.3) fails to hold there is no value of p, for which sampling is the best ac-
tion; the expected net gain of stopping exceeds that of continuing for every
pt e [0,1] and so pJL and pjv do not exist.

The sequence {(pfL,p[u)tf=o can be computed before any observations are
collected, because each continue-sampling interval is data-independent. Less
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obvious is that the sample-size rule [v*(pt)}f=o can also be specified prior to
any data being collected. Section 4.2 shows why this is so.

Theorem 3.1 could be expressed equivalently in terms of likelihood ratios
rather than posterior probabilities. This we do in Section 4 where we define
the VPRT.

THEOREM 3.2. For given t > 0, (pfL,pTu) £ (PTL\PTUX) for every
T>t, and (PTL>PTU) converges uniformly to (p£,plZ/) as T-* oo.

Proof. Since the straight lines y = utOOp, + utOi (1 — p,) and y = unop, +
z/r11 (1 — pt) do not depend upon T, Lemma 3.2 gives the nesting and in-
creasing properties. Lemma 3.3 gives the convergence property. •

For given t < T, the continue-sampling intervals {pJL,pJv) widen in a
nested manner as T increases because the expected net gain of continuing to
sample is an increasing function of the number of intervals remaining to the
truncation time T. Now suppose that T = oo and the payoff and cost func-
tions are the same in each period; that is,

utij = Uij\ ij = 0,1, t = 0,..., T, and

c , ( - ) * c ( 0 ; t = O,...,T-l. (3.4)

Then, pf£ = p£ and pfi} = pu are independent of t because the passage of
time does not reduce the number of periods remaining for the decision maker.
This property, of time-invariant boundaries for the continue-sampling inter-
vals when r = oo and (3.4) holds, is well known for the special case of the
optimal one-at-a-time sequential decision procedure (e.g., see Ferguson [10,
pp. 355-356]); the difference here is the one-at-a-time procedure's continue-
sampling region, {p'L,p'u) ^ (p^yPu)- The containment will be strict in
many circumstances. A class of problems for which (p'L,Pu) = (PL,PU) is
described in Theorem 4.3.

4. THE VARIABLE-SAMPLE-SIZE SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY
RATIO TEST (VPRT)

This section extends the pioneering results of Wald and Wolfowitz [25] and
Arrow, Blackwell, and Girshick [1] from the class of purely sequential (one-
at-a-time sampling) decision rules to the much larger class of decision rules
described in Section 3. A brief review of the relevant literature is given in Sec-
tion 1.

4 .1 . Wide-Sense Sequential Probability Ratio Tests

Given T < oo and y, E Yt, define the likelihood ratio
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-PQ)P,
;
; t=\,...,T, (4.1a)

f(y,;ui) Pott ~Pt)

and

Xo • 1. (4.1b)

DEFINITION 8. Given 1 < T < oo, a wide-sense sequential probability ra-
tio test (WSPRT) is a sequence [(S,,»'M5,,i>

/,iV,)}Jl0, where S,,v,,8t are
given by Definitions 4, 3, and 1, respectively, and

Ptm [PlQ,...,P,miY, t = 0,...,T-l, (4.2a)

0<At = Pt0<Pn<...<Ptm! = B,<oo; t = O,...,T-l, (4.2b)

0 < AT = Br < oo and mT = 0, (4.2c)

ty32 {n,i,...,ntmi}, n,j>0 for j = \,...,mt;

t = O,...,T- I, and 7 V r = 0 . (4.2d)

The associated decision rule is, for >v e Yt:

S,(y,) = l and 5,(^) = 1, if 0 < X, < A,

S,(yt) = 0 and collect:

Vt(yt) = «y extra observations, if Ptj-\ < X, < Ptj,

for ; 6 | 1 m,-l),

vt(yt) = ntm, extra observations, if P,,m,_i < X, < P,m,

S,(^,) = 1 and 5 , ( ^ ) = 0 , if Bt < \ t < oo;

/ = 0, ...,T-\. (4.3a)

For / = T,

ST{-) a 1, with 5 r (^ r ) = 1 if 0 < Xr < ^4r = B r and

= 0 otherwise. (4.3b)

Let WcD denote the class of wide-sense sequential probability ratio tests.
Obviously, the usual one-at-a-time sequential probability ratio tests belong
to W, as do the group-sequential procedures. Less obviously, the Neyman-
Pearson test [17] based on a fixed sample size, and the two-stage tests defined
by likelihood-ratio test statistics, also belong to W. The class W\s very broad.

Due to Wald and Wolfowitz's optimality result for the SPRT, we use it as
the "yardstick" against which to measure the performance of any member
of W. In what follows, we demonstrate that the maximum-expected-net-gain
decision rule d* described in Section 3 (i.e., the VPRT) is contained in W,
and hence dominates every member of W, including the SPRT.
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4.2. The VPRT

At any time t G { 0 , . . . , T — 1} the VPRT's continue-sampling interval
IPTU)

 m a v be partitioned as

(AO.PM 1 U • • • U (A :» ; -2 ,AW-I1 U ( A : « ; - . . P / V ) . <4-4>

w h e r e p £ = /7,*0 <Pn< ••• <P?,m?~i <Pmf = A u - O n t h e s e intervals,

(«,••; /?, G {plj-x,P*j\, for y = 1 /n,* - 1
(A) i

where «,* * n*2, n*2 *n?3,..., n*m,*-i * "L; • That is, for t G {0 T- 1)
the optimal sample-size rule is piecewise constant on (pJL,p]u) a n d there are
m* — 1 changes in the value of the sample-size rule. Consider a typical value
p*j at which a change occurs; at that value, the expected net gain of sam-
pling by collecting «,*• additional observations is the same as for collecting
n*J+l additional observations. This value of p, is thus data-independent in
the same way as is p, defined by (3.1). Therefore, the change points and the
sample-size rule can be completely specified in advance of data collection.

Define

P , _ ^ d - A > ) . , = <> . . . . , « ; . t = 0,...,T-l, and

A; = P;0, Bt = p;mT. (4.6)

Further, define

(4.7)
- Po/

From Theorem 3.1 the optimal (expected-net-gain-maximizing) decision at
time t is to choose co0 if/?, G [pJuA], which is equivalent to

choose oj0 if X, > EIMSLZ-EA = s ; ; t = 0,...,T-l. (4.8)

Similarly, it is optimal to

choose u , if X, < P'L{1 ~Po) m A * ; t = 0,...,T-l. (4.9)
(1 ~P,L)PO

It is likewise optimal to

n"tJ = rj*(X,) extra observations if P*j-i < X, < P,*;

collect i 7 = 1 m* — \
n*m? = V*(\) extra observations if P*m*_i < X, < P ,^ ; ;

(4.10)

t = 0,...,T- 1. And, for t = T, it is optimal to
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choose «i if XT<Ar = Br=— —; otherwise choose w0.
(1 - pT)Po

(4.11)

Therefore, the optimal decision rule d* can be rewritten as a WSPRT.

DEFINITION 9. Given T, 1 < T< oo, ^ e variable-sample-size sequential
probability ratio test (VPRT) is a sequence {(S*,-q*,b*,P*,N*)\J=0, where
S* and 5* are defined by (2.12); n* is defined by (4.7) and (2.12); p; s
{/To ^ L ; ) . m*. and />*• are d^i««/ by (4.4), (4.5), c/irf (4.6); and
N; - { « ; , , . . . , «;m;) ir cfe/irt«/ £y (4.5). •

Because the payoffs and cost functions of the VPRT may be time-dependent,
the components (S*,T]*,8*t,P*,N*) of the VPRT are time-dependent even in
the limiting case of 7 = oo; (S*,i]*,8*,P*,N*) are time-invariant if T= oo
and (3.4) holds. Even in this special case, however, the VPRT is more gen-
eral than a group-sequential procedure since at any time t, r)*(\,) is not nec-
essarily a constant for every X, e (A*,B*).

Since W <Z D, and since the VPRT is an element of W, it follows that the
VPRT maximizes the expected-net-gain over all WSPRT's.

4.3. Optimality Properties of the VPRT

The optimality criterion employed so far, that is, expected-net-gain-maximi-
zation (equivalently, Bayes-risk minimization), appears to be different from
that used in establishing the optimality of the SPRT. Wald and Wolfowitz
[25] show that the SPRT is optimal in the sense that, over all test procedures
with type I and type II error probabilities no larger than those of the SPRT,
it minimizes the expected total number of observations needed to choose
from Q = (wo. " i ) . irrespective of whether w0 or o>, is the true state of na-
ture. It is important to notice that, since Wald and Wolfowitz chose a con-
stant cost c per observation, minimizing the expected number of observations
is equivalent to minimizing the expected total sampling cost. It will be shown
that it is the latter notion that generalizes readily to other sampling cost
functions and to variable sample-size rules. Can optimality in the sense of
expected-net-gain-maximization imply optimality in the sense of expected-
total-cost-minimization? Theorem 4.1 shows that for r = 1, the VPRT min-
imizes the expected (with respect to both data and prior) total sampling cost
over all test procedures in W (including the SPRT) with type I and type II
error probabilities no larger than those of the VPRT. This result may appear
to conflict with Wald and Wolfowitz's result, but it does not. Theorem 4.2
shows that if T= oo, r = 1, c(0) = 0, and c(n) is nonnegative and superaddi-
tive (e.g., c(n) = c-n satisfies these conditions), then the VPRT and the
SPRT coincide.

The development of the expected-net-gain-maximizing rule d* (i.e., the
VPRT) in Sections 2 and 3 is more general than earlier developments (Cressie
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and Morgan [6]) in that it admits time-dependent payoff functions and time-
dependent cost functions. However, to prove the VPRT's expected-total-
sampling-cost optimality and its coincidence with the SPRT, we must assume
in the two theorems below that (3.4) holds (i.e., time-invariant payoff and
cost function).

THEOREM 4.1. Let a * and 0 * denote the type I and type II error prob-
abilities, respectively, for the VPRT with given payoffs «oo>"oi>"io>"ii>
1 < r < oo, discount factor T=\ and an unbounded non-negative strictly in-
creasing cost function c(n). Let D(a*,0*) denote the set of all WSPRT's
with type I error probability no larger than a* and type II error probability
no larger than 13* {equivalently, power no smaller than 1 — /?*). Let Ts

denote the stopping time variable of the WSPRT. The VPRT minimizes the
expected total sampling cost is [ S So' c(n,)] over D(a*,(3*).

Proof. See the Appendix. •

Notice that when c(n) = c-n; c> 0, then minimizing the expected total
sampling cost is equivalent to minimizing the expected total sample size.
However, Theorem 4.1 does not generalize Wald and Wolfowitz's optimal-
ity result given in Section 1; see Schmitz [22]. It is a weaker result in the sense
that the expectation (of the expected total sampling cost) is taken with respect
to both the data and the prior. Wald and Wolfowitz [25] proved that, un-
der somewhat restrictive assumptions, the SPRT minimizes the expected to-
tal sample size given Ho or given Hi, where the expectation is taken with
respect to the data.

THEOREM 4.2. The VPRT and the SPRT have identical (optimal) ex-
pected net gain functions under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 with T= oo,
c(0) = 0, c{n) > Ofor n>0, and c(n) — c(n — 1) a nondecreasing function
for n > 1.

Proof. See the Appendix. •

Theorem 4.2 shows that the SPRT is an expected-net-gain-maximizing pro-
cedure under conditions more general than the classical ones (c(n) = n,
"oo = "n = 0) used by Wald and Wolfowitz [25] and Arrow, Blackwell, and
Girshick [1]. We have been able to construct numerical examples that show
the conditions listed in Theorem 4.2 are minimal in the sense that relaxing
any one of them allows the construction of a numerical counterexample to
the conclusion.

5. POWER AND LEVEL CONSIDERATIONS

Let $(0)) 3= 2 JLo pr(choose ux at t | w). Then the level and power of a deci-
sion rule are, respectively,

a = *(a>o) (5.1)
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and

T = *(«,) . (5.2)

For the VPRT given in Section 4.2, and for « e {wo.w,},

~POL)PO

0 Id -/£

U-A

n
-PT)PO)

(5.3)

Notice that a and x are entirely determined by the values of the payoffs
Moo,woi»"io.«ii. the discount rate r, the truncation time T, the decision
maker's prior probability p0, and the cost function c{n). Therefore, the
usual hypothesis testing procedure of choosing a test of a certain level a that
achieves a power ir for testing w = OJ0 against co = OJI could be viewed as a
selection of a subset of values for uw, u0l, ux0, uu, r, T,p0, and c(n) that
satisfy the restrictions (5.1) and (5.2). Thus, using the VPRT and choosing
a and it is equivalent to the imposition of a restriction on the payoffs, dis-
count rate, decision horizon, prior probability, and sampling cost function
in a Bayesian decision problem (where the goal is to maximize expected-net-
gain). For example, it is possible that choosing the uninformative prior
p0 = \, as well as a value for the type I error probability a, is inconsistent
with optimal decision making whenever (as is often the case) the payoffs, dis-
count rate, truncation time, and sampling cost function are exogenously de-
termined for the decision maker. Cressie and Morgan [7] investigate the
(classical one-stage) case, T= 1, in some detail.

Notice further that when T — oo the time-invariance of the continue-
sampling interval (pZ',Pu) makes the sequence of probabilities summed in
(5.3) a monotonic decreasing sequence. This reveals that a is "spent" and x
is "generated" most rapidly at early decision points; stated informally, first
impressions matter most when T is large.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Under assumptions more general than those usually imposed in the sequen-
tial analysis literature, we have found a sequential decision procedure that
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is optimal among all procedures that choose between two possible states of
nature. "Optimal" here means maximizing the expected net gain (payoff net
of sampling costs) from choosing a state of nature. (Formulating the prob-
lem in terms of losses instead of payoffs leads to minimizing the Bayes risk
and identical results.) We call the optimal decision rule the "variable-sample-
size sequential probability ratio test" (VPRT); it is not restricted to collect-
ing a fixed number (such as one) of observations per time period. We show
in Section 4 that, under appropriate conditions, the VPRT also minimizes
expected (with respect to both data and prior) total sampling cost.

The determination of the VPRT is generally a computationally intensive
task. Ehrenfeld [9] initiated a discussion of computing the optimal procedure
for cases where the likelihood ratio takes a special form, and provided a com-
putationally simple example of an independent and identically distributed se-
quence of Bernoulli trials. Spahn and Ehrenfeld [23] explain how a sequence
of linear programming solutions may be used to compute the optimal VPRT
procedure when T= oo, r = 1, and «oo = un = 0. They use their algorithm
to define six approximate (suboptimal) procedures, and show for a Bernoulli
example that these approximations are very good. As well, they show that
the SPRT's Bayes risk can be very much larger than that of the VPRT. Their
study reports Bayes risk values and (constant) group sequential sample size
values but does not reveal type I or type II error probabilities, expected to-
tal sample sizes, expected total sampling costs, the distribution of the stop-
ping time variable, and so on. We have developed a computer program that
performs these tasks not only for VPRT's but, as well, for best (within their
class) one-sample, two-sample, group-sequential, and pure sequential prob-
ability ratio tests. A numerical comparison of these procedures will be re-
ported elsewhere. The outcomes of a preliminary numerical study are given
in [6].
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APPENDIX

This Appendix contains the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Define a sequence of functions (i/<*)Jl0 where i/v*: [0,1 ] '

if the VPRT makes a terminal decision at t

otherwise, (A.I)
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where p, = (pQ,... ,p,). Then the stopping time variable T* of the VPRT is T*
SjLo^*- Furthermore, the expected net gain of the VPRT, given OJ = coo, is

vZ(po,d
m;ao) = Uooh^WU - «o(A>)) + 2 f W?/)d ~ «?</>»»

L f=i Jr,

+ f (1 - S*T{pT)) n (1 - tf(p,Mxi;uo) dxA
JYr /=I * J

o(Pb)«S(/»o)+ S f 1>XP,)$(P,)
f-i Jr,

+ f 8?-(/>r) n (i-^;(P/
JYT i=\ '

- S f i,c
t=o JY,+ I t= i

I & , J , + i (A.2)

rr;-i -1

* - £ S c(,;(p,))|Uo .
L k=0 J

(A.3)

Similarly, the expected net gain of the VPRT, given w = wx, is

[ r;-i -i

2 ^(^(p^la)! . (A.4)
*=o J

Morgan and Manning [16, Theorems 2 and 3] show that | Vo(po,d*;we)\ < oo, for
I = 0,1. Repeating the arguments above for the expected net gain of any other
WSPRT d e Z)(a*,j3*) shows this expected net gain (possibly, -oo) is either

[ Ts-l "I

2 c(i>(pk))\w0 ; a <a* . (A.5)
*=o Jor

rr£z' ]
- /3) - E\ 2J c(v(pk))\wA;

L*=o J
(A.6)

where a and /3 are, respectively, the WSPRT's type I and type II error probabilities.
The VPRT maximizes expected net gain over D(a*,0*); so, from (A.3), (A.4),
(A.5), (A.6), and recalling that UQQ > w10, «,, > uox, we obtain
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Ts'-l I f-TV-l

L0 - | £ | - • • , -
*=0 J L k=0

77-1 1 r7i-I -1-j
2 c ("*(/?*)) I'•'I — E 2 J c(vk(Pk))\u>\ j (1 — A))- (A.7)
*=0 J L k=0 J J g

Proof of Theorem 4.2. The VPRT's sampling rule necessarily satisfies v* > 1 at
any decision point / for which the VPRT's action of highest expected net gain is to
continue sampling. The essence of the proof is to show that if, for some t, »*(p,) > 2,
then the VPRT d* can be improved.

Assume that there is a time t and a history vector y', generating a value of p,(y',)
given by (2.3), for which v*(p,(y',)) = n' > 2. Denote the VPRT's history vector at
time (/ + 1) asyr+l = (y',:xn,xl2,... ,xlrt'). (Recall that (y.x) denotes the concate-
nation of vectors y and x.) The infinite truncation time allows us to compare the
VPRT to a WSPRT that is identical to the VPRT up to time / but takes only one ex-
tra datum at time t and, if sampling continues at (t + 1), takes another (n' - 1) data.
From t + 2 onward, the WSPRT is defined to be again identical to the VPRT. Thus,
the WSPRT's history vector at (/ + 1) is y,+1 = (y't :xn), and at (t + 2) is yl+2 =
((y't -x,[) '• *(+i,i> • • • >*<+i,n'-i)> a vector of the same dimension as the VPRT's his-
tory vector at (t + 1).

The expected net gain of the VPRT at time t is

+ EFi[max{EJU(u),8*+i(pt+l(y; :xtu... ,xln.)))\pt+i(y't :xn,... ,xm,)],

-c(v*+x(pl+l(y',:xiu.. .,*,„.)))

+ EFi+llmax[EJU(u,S;+2(pt+2(yl+2)))\pl+2(yl+2)],

•••)\Pt+iiy','-xn,...,xm.)])\p,(y;)]). (A.8)

Since c(n) — c(n — 1) is nondecreasing,

c(l) + c(n' - 1) <c(n'). (A.9)

Substituting (A.9) into (A.8) gives,

+ EFl [ m a x l ^ [ U(cn,8*+i (p,+1 (y't: xn,... ,xm.)))\pt+l (y't: xn,

-c(v?+l(pl+l(y; :xn,... ,xln,)))

+ EFi+l[max[Eljl[U(u,5*+2(pt+2(yl+2)))\pl+2(yl+2)],
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,+1 [mzx[Ev[U(,w,8*+2(pl+2{(y't :xn) :xt+ul,... ,*,+,,„-_

y; :xn):x[+uu ... ,xl+Un.^)))

+ EFf+2[max{EJU(u,8;+3(pl+J(yl+2:xl+2)))\p,+3(y,+2:x,+2)],

(A.ll)

Since c(n' - 1) > 0, form (A.ll),

+ EFl+l[max{Ea[U(u,5*+2(Pt+2((y','-xtl):xl+ul,...,xl+Un.-.l)))

+ EFt+2[max{Ew[U(<J>,8Ui(p!+i(yl+2:xt+2)))\pl+i(.y,+2:xl+2)],

(A.12)

The right-hand side of (A.12) is the expected net gain of the WSPRT described at
the beginning of this proof. Similar inequalities (or equalities) hold for all other
values of t. Since T = o°, the steps of the proof can be repeated to obtain a new
WSPRT that has n' — 2 data at time t + 2, and has an expected net gain at least as
large as that of the VPRT, and so forth. But the VPRT is optimal. Hence, necessar-
ily, v*(p,(y',)) = 1; t — 0 , 1 , . . . , is an optimal sample-size rule. •
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